PLAYER STATS
Overview
Numbers and statistics are
everywhere in the sport of hockey.
From height and weight
measurements to jersey numbers
to goals scored, there is plenty to
count. This lesson uses line
combinations (the groups of
players that are on the ice
together) to encourage students
to add, subtract and think
critically.

Math Learning Objective: I can add and subtract
numbers. (~30 minutes)

Materials
• Washington Capitals Handouts:
Age, Weight, and Jersey
Numbers
• Writing utensils, scratch paper

Essential Question
How do numbers affect hockey?

Standards
CCSS 2.OA.A.1 Use addition and
subtraction within 100 to solve one- and
two-step word problems involving
situations of adding to, taking from,
putting together, taking apart, and
comparing, with unknowns in all
positions, e.g. by using drawings and
equations with a symbol for the unknown
number to represent the problem.
CCSS 2.NBT.A.4 Compare two three-digit
numbers based on meanings of the
hundreds, tens, and ones digits, using >,
=, and < symbols to record the results of
comparisons.
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Warm Up
1. Project the image above (or a paused video of a hockey game in
action).
2. Tell students that there are many numbers at play in the scene. For
instance, you could count the number of goals scored or the number
of skates. Ask students to come up with all the numbers they can
associate with the scene. If necessary, prompt them with more ideas.
(Key numbers to get on the list: age of the players, weight of the
players, jersey numbers.)
NOTE: Give students time to think and talk with each other.
Challenge the class to work together to get 10 items on the list. Let
any possible item count: rinks, skate laces, words on the boards. The
goal is to get them excited about numbers being everywhere.
3. Tell the students you will be working with some of these numbers
today.
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Activity
1. Explain that hockey players play the game in small groups, like the
groups you sometimes have in class. Offensive groups are called
LINES, and defensive groups are called PAIRS.

Differentiation
Support
• Use purposeful groupings to

provide extra social or
academic support, as needed
• Provide partially completed

handouts to students
Challenge
• Have students identify the lines

or partners they think would be
most effective and explain why
• Ask students to arrange players

to make the youngest/oldest
and lightest/heaviest lines
Extensions
• Provide reading material that

explains the many variables
that affect play: talent, practice,
age, physical fitness, etc., and
ask students to rank the factors
in order of importance, in their
opinion
• Have students read a bio of

Gordie Howe, the oldest
person (52) to play in the NHL
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2. Group students as LINES or PAIRS, either randomly or
purposefully, according to your class needs. Tell them they will be
working together, just like hockey players, to complete the work
today.
[Note: lines and pairs generally change together; for the purpose of
this lesson, we will use lines (3 people), pairs (2 people), and skaters
(5 people) in the equations.]
3. Distribute the handout Age and lead a discussion about the
information on the handout. Ask the students how they think
someone’s age could affect their success as a hockey player. Can you
be too young? Can you be too old? Should all the players be around
the same age? Why?
4. Review addition strategies with the students and remind them to
use their scratch paper to figure out the answers to the questions.
5. Give the LINES and PAIRS enough time to complete the activities
on the Age handout.
6. Distribute the handout Weight and lead a discussion about the
information on the handout. Ask the students how they think
someone’s weight could affect their success as a hockey player. Does
being a certain size make you stronger or harder to move? (Remind
the students that muscle weighs a lot.)
7. Give the LINES and PAIRS enough time to complete the activities
on the Weight handout.

Assessment
1. Check the answers on the Washington Capitals handouts.
2. Allow students to complete the Capitals Jersey Numbers handout
for fun. (Fun Fact: There is no specific system for jersey numbers.)
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NAME:

AGE

+

+

= ___________
TOTAL AGE

Ovechkin: Age 30

Backstrom: Age 27

+

Oshie: Age 28

= ___________

+

TOTAL AGE

Johansson: Age 25

+

+
Burakovsky: Age 20

+

Wilson: Age 21

= ___________

+
Latta: Age 24

YOUNGEST TOTAL AGE LINE:
OLDEST TOTAL AGE LINE:
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= ___________
TOTAL AGE

Laich: Age 32

Chimera: Age 36

Williams: Age 34

Kuznetsov: Age 23

TOTAL AGE

Beagle: Age 29

NAME:
WEIGHT

= ___________

+

TOTAL WEIGHT

Carlson: 215 pounds

Orpik: 221 pounds

+

= ___________

TOTAL WEIGHT

Alzner: 214 pounds

Niskanen: 200 pounds

= ___________

+
Schmidt: 191 pounds

LIGHTEST PAIR:
HEAVIEST PAIR:
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TOTAL WEIGHT

Orlov: 212 pounds

NAME:
JERSEY NUMBERS

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

HIGHEST TOTAL NUMBERS LINE:
LOWEST TOTAL NUMBERS LINE:
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